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The idea of machines having emotions sounds like science fiction, however, few decades ago the idea of machines with intelligence seemed also like fiction, but today we are developing intelligent machines with successful applications. We have always overlooked the emotional factors during machine learning and decision making; however, it is quite conceivable to artificially model certain emotions in machine learning. This paper presents an emotional neural network (EmNN) that is based on the emotional back propagation (EmBP) learning algorithm. The EmNN has emotional weights and two emotional parameters; anxiety and confidence, which are updated during learning. The performances of the EmNN and a conventional BP-based neural network, using two topologies for each network, will be compared when applied to a blood cell type identification problem. Experimental results show that the additional emotional parameters and weights improved the identification rate as well as the classification time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent definitions of emotion have either emphasized the external stimuli that trigger emotion, or the internal responses involved in the emotional state, when in fact emotion includes both of those things and much more [1]. The effective role of emotions on cognitive processing, learning and decision making in animals and humans has been emphasized by several researchers [2-8]. Emotions play an important role in human decision-making process, and thus they should be embedded within the reasoning process when we try to model human reactions [9]. Although computers do not have physiologies like humans, information signals and regulatory signals travel within them; there will be functions in an intelligent complex adaptive system, that have to respond to unpredictable, complex information that play the role that emotions play in people [10]. Such computers will have the same emotional functionality, but not the same emotional mechanisms as human emotions. We may think of machine emotions as machine intelligence; we do not expect machines to “feel” the way we feel, but we could simulate machine emotions just as we do machine intelligence [9].

There have been examples of research works that attempted to incorporate emotions in machines in one way or another [8, 9, 11-22]. It was concluded from these works that if emotions such as anxiety, fear, and stress are included in systems that aim to simulate the human behaviour in certain circumstances (e.g., human-computer interfaces, education, entertainment, etc.), the system will be more user-friendly and its responses will be
more similar to human behaviour. Other recent research works suggested the use of emo-
tional components within neural models and control systems. For example, Abu Maria
and Abu Zitar [23] proposed and implemented a regular and an emotional agent archi-
tecture which is supposed to resemble some of the human behaviours. They noticed that
artificial emotions can be used in different ways to influence decision-making. Gobbini
and Haxby [24] proposed a model for distributed neural systems that participate in the
recognition of familiar faces, highlighting that this spatially distributed process involves
not only visual areas but also areas that primarily have cognitive and social functions such
as person knowledge and emotional responses. Coutinho and Cangelosi [6] suggested the
use of modelling techniques to tack into the emotion/cognition paradigm, and presented
two possible frameworks that could account for their investigation, one of which explored
the emergence of emotion mechanisms. Most of these previous attempts on incorporating
emotions in to machine learning have shown successful results, and provided a positive
trend to developing machines with emotions, albeit simulated.

The novelty of our work in this paper is that the emotional neural network (EmNN)
model has emotional neurons, two emotional parameters (anxiety and confidence), and
emotional weights. The emotional factors are updated during learning, and the final emo-
tional weights are used together with the network’s conventional weights to make deci-
sions. The incorporation of the simulated emotionality within a neural network structure
aims at further improving the network’s learning and decision making abilities. The pre-
sented EmNN model is based on the Emotional Back Propagation (EmBP) learning al-
gorithm [25]. The additional emotional coefficients (anxiety and confidence) are updated
each iteration or epoch during the learning process, and their values are used to update
the emotional weights associated with the emotional neurons.

There are two emotional neurons feeding the hidden and output layers in the EmNN.
These emotional neurons differ from the normal neurons in that they are non-processing
neurons which receive global average values of input images, rather than segments or
pixel values from that image, also their associated emotional weights are updated using
the two emotional coefficients, rather than the conventional learning and momentum rates.
In practice, what the two emotional parameters mean is that when the emotional neural
network is trained, and as the epochs progress, one term (anxiety level) tells the system
to pay less and less attention to the derivative of the error of the training pattern using all
nodes as the input average value of the samples of the training pattern, while the other
term (confidence level) tells the system to pay more and more attention to the previous
change it made to the weights, which is some sort of an increasing inertia term to modify
the level of change from one pattern to the next as the training epochs progress.

In order to assess the performance of the emotional neural network, four neural net-
works (two emotional and two conventional BP-based) will be implemented to a identify
blood cell types. The difference between the four networks comes from the pattern aver-
gaging method which provides the input data for training a neural network. The perform-
ances of the two emotional networks and the two conventional networks will be com-
pared and conclusions will be accordingly drawn.

2. EMOTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHM

In this section, the learning algorithm of the emotional neural network (EmNN) will
be described. EmNN is based on the emotional back propagation (EmBP) learning algorithm [25], which is a modified version of the conventional back propagation (BP) learning algorithm. BP has been popularly used ever since its introduction by Rumelhart et al. in 1986 [26], due to its implementation simplicity and quick training, specially, when sufficient training database is available. The EmBP algorithm is described next according to the flow of information within the EmNN, which consists of three layers: input layer with \( i \) neurons, hidden layer with \( h \) neurons, and output layer with \( j \) neurons. Fig. 1 shows the EmNN configuration during feed forward calculations.

![Fig. 1. Emotional neural network (EmNN) configuration during feed forward calculations.](image)

2.1 Feed Forward Calculations

These computations are required in both training and generalization of the EmNN. Firstly, the output of each input layer non-processing neuron is defined as:

\[
Y_I = X_I, \tag{1}
\]

where, \( X_I \) and \( Y_I \) are, respectively, input and output values of neuron \( i \) in the input layer. The two additional emotional neurons are also non-processing neurons, and thus similarly to input layer neurons, their output values are equal to their input values. Secondly, the hidden layer neurons, which are processing neurons; therefore, the sigmoid activation function is used to activate each neuron in this layer. Here it is assumed that there is one hidden layer, however the same process can be applied for more than one hidden layer. The output of each hidden layer neuron is defined in Eq. (2) where, \( X_H \) and \( Y_H \) are input and output of neuron \( h \) in hidden layer, respectively.

\[
Y_H = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-X_H)}. \tag{2}
\]

The input to a hidden layer neuron \( X_H \) is calculated using the total potential \( (TP_h) \) of all input values coming into that neuron. The total potential is the sum of multiplications of input values and their associated weights. There are three different types of inputs, and consequently three types of total potential. The first total potential \( (TP_{hc}) \) is the
conventional total potential which is obtained using the output values of the previous layer (input layer in this case) and the conventional weight matrix. The second total potential ($TP_{hc}$) is obtained using the hidden layer bias neuron and its associated weights. The third total potential ($TP_{hm}$) is obtained using the hidden layer emotional neuron and its associated emotional weights. Therefore, the input to a hidden neuron is defined as:

$$X_{Hh} = TP_{hc} + TP_{hb} + TP_{hm}.$$ ...(3)

$TP_{hc}$, $TP_{hb}$, and $TP_{hm}$ are, respectively, defined as follows:

$$TP_{hc} = \sum_{i=1}^{r} W_{hi} \cdot Y_{Ii}, TP_{hb} = W_{hb} \cdot X_{hb}, \text{ and } TP_{hm} = W_{hm} \cdot X_{hm},$$ ...(4)

where, $W_{hi}$ is the conventional weight given by hidden neuron $h$ to input neuron $i$, and $Y_{Ii}$ is the output of input neuron $i$. $r$ is the total number of input neurons. $W_{hb}$ is the bias weight given by hidden neuron $h$ to the hidden layer bias neuron $B_h$, and $X_{hb}$ is the input value to the bias neuron which is set to 1. $W_{hm}$ is the emotional weight given by hidden neuron $h$ to the hidden layer emotional neuron $M_h$, and $X_{hm}$ is the input value to the emotional neuron. $X_m$ represents the input pattern average value, which models the input visual stimuli that affects the emotionality of the neural network [27]. Therefore, the global average of an input pattern is fed into the emotional neuron and the resulting total potential is used to calculate the output of the hidden layer. $X_m$ is calculated as:

$$X_m = Y_{PAT} = \frac{\sum_{x=1, y=1}^{x_{max}, y_{max}} P(x, y)}{x_{max} \cdot y_{max}},$$ ...(5)

where $Y_{PAT}$ is the global input pattern average value for an input image $P(x, y)$, and $x_{max}$ and $y_{max}$ are the highest number of pixels in the $x$ and $y$ directions of image $P(x, y)$ respectively. Thirdly, the output layer neurons which are also processing neurons, and thus similarly to the hidden layer, the sigmoid activation function is used to activate each neuron in this layer. The output of each output layer neuron is in Eq. (6) where, $X_{Jj}$ and $Y_{Jj}$ are input and output values of neuron $j$ in output layer, respectively.

$$Y_{Jj} = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-X_{Jj})}.$$ ...(6)

The input to an output layer neuron $X_{Jj}$ is also calculated using the total potential ($TP_{j}$) of all input values coming into that neuron from the previous hidden layer, bias neuron, and emotional neuron. Therefore, the input to an output neuron is defined as:

$$X_{Jj} = TP_{jc} + TP_{jb} + TP_{jm},$$ ...(7)

$TP_{jc}$, $TP_{jb}$, and $TP_{jm}$ are, respectively, defined as:

$$TP_{jc} = \sum_{h=1}^{h_{max}} W_{jh} \cdot Y_{Hh}, TP_{jb} = W_{jb} \cdot X_{hb}, \text{ and } TP_{jm} = W_{jm} \cdot X_{hm},$$ ...(8)
where, $W_{jh}$ is the weight given by output neuron $j$ to hidden neuron $h$, and $YH_h$ is the output of hidden neuron $h$. $l$ is the total number of hidden neurons. $W_{jb}$ is the weight given by output neuron $j$ to the output layer bias neuron $B_j$, and $X_b$ is the input value to the bias neuron which is set to 1. $W_{jm}$ is the weight given by output neuron $j$ to the output layer emotional neuron $M_j$, and $X_m$ is the input value to the emotional neuron. $X_m$ is calculated as in Eq. (5).

### 2.2 The Emotional Parameters

Here the added emotional parameters are used together with the existing learning coefficient ($\eta$) and momentum rate ($\alpha$) in order to adjust the neural network weights, based on error minimization. The emotional parameters are the Anxiety coefficient ($\mu$) and the Confidence coefficient ($k$). We can think of how these two parameters behavior within the EmNN as follows: when we learn a new task, the anxiety level is high at the beginning and the confidence level is low. After time, practice and getting positive feedback, the anxiety level decreases while the confidence level increases. Once learning is achieved, we tend to be less anxious and more confident doing a task that we have already learnt. The EmNN incorporates both emotional coefficients during the learning process resulting in additional emotional weights, which are used after training in the generalization process. Both coefficients have normalized values between “0” and “1”. The anxiety level is dependent on the input pattern average values and the error signal of each epoch. The average input values are always positive, since the pixel values are of gray level images (0 to 255) which are normalized to values between (0 to 1). On the other hand, the error signal may provide a negative feedback if learning is unstable. In this case the learning of the emotional network (similarly to conventional networks) will be both unreliable and unstable. Therefore, during the training of the emotional network, three important parameters are adjusted until a stable learning (smooth conversion to error) is found. The three adjustable parameters are the learning rate, momentum rate and number of hidden neurons. Notice that the anxiety and confidence coefficients are not adjustable by the human user, but rather change during learning depending on the input patterns and the feedback error. In summary, both input pattern average values and the error signal are both positive during the training of the emotional neural network, however the anxiety level should decrease as learning progresses, since the error value decreases until the network converges.

The increase of the value of the confidence coefficient as learning progresses does not imply the possibility of overtraining, which is usually a potential problem with the conventional BP-based neural network. The primary reason of overtraining is when the amount of training data is too small and the amount of network parameters is too large [28]. To avoid this problem, suggestions were made to use a test set in order to detect overtraining during training [29], for example, rotating (parts of) the training set and the test set. In order to avoid overtraining the EmNN, the training/testing data has been enriched using rotated images of the blood cells, while keeping the network parameters as small as possible, using different input image segmentation methods to maintain the input layer size small. The anxiety coefficient ($\mu$) value is defined as:

$$\mu = Y_{AVPAT} + E_r$$

(9)
where $Y_{AV\text{PAT}}$ is the average value of all presented patterns to the EmNN in each iteration; and is defined as:

$$Y_{AV\text{PAT}} = \frac{\sum_{p=1}^{N} Y_{PAT,p}}{N},$$

(10)

where $p$ is pattern index, $N$ is the total number of presented patterns within one epoch, $Y_{PAT,p}$ is the global average value of pattern $p$ as defined in Eq. (5). The error feedback $E_i$ in iteration $i$, is defined as:

$$E_i = \sum_{p=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N_j} (T_{pj} - Y_{Jj})^2 / (N \cdot N_j),$$

(11)

where $j$ is output neuron index from first to the last neuron $N_j$, and $N$ is total number of presented patterns $p$. $Y_{Jj}$ and $T_{pj}$ are the actual and target output value for neuron $j$, respectively. The confidence coefficient ($k$) value is defined as:

$$k = \mu_0 - \mu_i,$$

(12)

where ($\mu_0$) is the anxiety coefficient value at the end of the first iteration (a constant value representing the highest anxiety value at the start of new training) and ($\mu_i$) is the anxiety coefficient value at the end of subsequent iteration $i$ (a variable value that is updated each iteration). Anxiety ($\mu$) and confidence ($k$) coefficients are dependent on each other; when training starts the initial values of ($\mu$) and ($k$) are set to 1 and 0, respectively; these values are updated during each iteration using firstly Eq. (9) to update anxiety value ($\mu$), and then Eq. (12) to update confidence value ($k$).

### 2.3 Error Back Propagation Calculations

These computations are performed only during the training of the EmNN until conversion to a required error level is achieved. Rumelhart et al. [26] defined an error term that depends on the difference between the output value an output neuron is supposed to have, called the target value $T_{pj}$, and the value it actually has as a result of the feed forward calculations, $Y_{Jpj}$. The error term represents a measure of how well a network is training on a particular training set. Eq. (13) presents the definition for the error $E_p$. The subscript $p$ denotes what the value is for a given pattern.

$$E_p = \sum_{j=1}^{N_j} (T_{pj} - Y_{Jpj})^2.$$  

(13)

The aim of the training process is to minimize this error over all training patterns. From Eq. (6), it can be seen that the output of a neuron in the output layer is a function of its input, or

$$Y_{Jj} = f(X_{Jj}).$$

(14)
The first derivative of this function, \( f'(XJ_j) \), is an important element in error back propagation. For output layer neurons, a quantity called the error signal is represented by \( \Delta_j \) which is defined as:

\[
\Delta_j = f'(XJ_j) \cdot (T_j - YJ_j) = YJ_j \cdot (1 - YJ_j) \cdot (T_j - YJ_j),
\]

where \( YJ_j \) is the output value of neuron \( j \) in the output layer, and \( T_j \) is the target output value at neuron \( j \). This error value is propagated back and appropriate weight adjustments are performed. This is done by accumulating the \( \Delta \)'s for each neuron for the entire training set, adding them, and propagating back the error based on the grand total \( \Delta \). This is called batch (epoch) training. Assuming that the neural network has three layers (input, hidden and output layers), the following subsections describe EmNN weight updating procedure using the error signal.

### 2.3.1 Hidden-to-output weight adjustment

The new updated conventional weights \( W_{jh}(new) \) (Eq. (16)), and bias weights \( W_{jb}(new) \) (Eq. (17)) are calculated as:

\[
W_{jh}(new) = W_{jh}(old) + \eta \cdot \Delta_j \cdot YH_h + \alpha \cdot [\delta W_{jh}(old)],
\]

\[
W_{jb}(new) = W_{jb}(old) + \eta \cdot \Delta_j + \alpha \cdot [\delta W_{jb}(old)],
\]

where \( \eta \) is the learning rate, \( \alpha \) is the momentum rate, \( W_{jh}(old) \) is the previous conventional weights, \( YH_h \) is the output value of neuron \( h \) in the hidden layer, and \( \delta W_{jh}(old) \) is the previous change in conventional weights. \( W_{jh}(old) \) is the previous bias weights, and \( \delta W_{jb}(old) \) is the previous change in bias weights.

The EmNN has emotional neurons, and therefore, an extra set of weights must be accounted for. The new updated emotional weights \( W_{jm}(new) \) are calculated as:

\[
W_{jm}(new) = W_{jm}(old) + \mu \cdot \Delta_j \cdot YAvPAT + k \cdot [\delta W_{jm}(old)],
\]

where \( W_{jm}(old) \) is the previous emotional weights, \( \mu \) is the anxiety coefficient, \( k \) is the confidence coefficient, \( \delta W_{jm}(old) \) is the previous change in emotional weight, and \( YAvPAT \) is the average value of all presented patterns to the EmNN in each iteration, as defined in Eq. (10).

### 2.3.2 Input-to-hidden weight adjustment

The error term for an output layer is defined in Eq. (15). For the hidden layer an error signal definition was provided by Rumelhart et al. [26] as follows:

\[
\Delta_h = f'(XH_h) \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{N_j} W_{jh} \cdot \Delta_j = YH_h \cdot (1 - YH_h) \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{N_j} W_{jh} \cdot \Delta_j,
\]

where \( YH_h \) is the output value of neuron \( h \) in the hidden layer, and \( N_j \) is the total number of neurons in the output layer.
The weight adjustments for the conventional, bias, and emotional connections feeding the hidden layer from the input layer are now calculated in a similar manner to those feeding the output layer. The new updated conventional weights $W_{hi}(new)$, bias weights $W_{hb}(new)$, and emotional weights $W_{hm}(new)$ are calculated as in Eqs. (20)-(22), respectively.

$$W_{hi}(new) = W_{hi}(old) + \eta \cdot \Delta h \cdot Y_{Ii} + \alpha \cdot [\delta W_{hi}(old)], \quad (20)$$

$$W_{hb}(new) = W_{hb}(old) + \eta \cdot \Delta h + \alpha \cdot [\delta W_{hb}(old)], \quad (21)$$

$$W_{hm}(new) = W_{hm}(old) + \mu \cdot \Delta h \cdot Y_{AvPAT} + k \cdot [\delta W_{hm}(old)], \quad (22)$$

where $W_{hi}(old)$ is the previous conventional weights, $\eta$ is the learning rate, $\alpha$ is the momentum rate, $Y_{Ii}$ is the output value of neuron $i$ in the input layer, and $\delta W_{hi}(old)$ is the previous change in conventional weights. $W_{hb}(old)$ is the previous bias weights, and $\delta W_{hb}(old)$ is the previous change in bias weight. $\eta$ is the learning rate, $\alpha$ is the momentum rate. $W_{hm}(old)$ is the previous emotional weights, $\mu$ is the anxiety coefficient, $k$ is the confidence coefficient, $\delta W_{hm}(old)$ is the previous change in emotional weights, and $Y_{AvPAT}$ is the average value of all presented patterns.

3. BLOOD CELL IDENTIFICATION

In this section, two designs of the emotional neural network (EmNN), as well as two designs on the conventional BP-based neural network (BPNN), will be implemented to identify the different types of blood cells. There are three major cellular constituents of the blood: Erythrocytes or red cells, Leukocytes or white blood cells, and Platelets. The three blood cell types can be differentiated from each other by their different sizes and different morphological features such as the presence or absence of a nucleus in the cells and the shape of the nucleus [30].

The process of automatic blood cell classification involves: acquisition, detection, feature extraction, and classification. During acquisition, the blood smear is magnified to a suitable scale under the microscope, and then transformed into a digital image using a modern charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. In detection, cell segmentation yields a number of single-cell images, and each single-cell image is segmented into three regions: Cell nucleus, cytoplasm, and background. During feature extraction each segmented cell is analyzed to form a feature vector from color, shape, and texture features. Finally, in classification, each blood cell is labeled by the classifier according to its feature vectors [31]. Recent research works have suggested different methods for blood cell image segmentation, which is part of the cell detection process [32-35]. However, detection process and segmentation are not considered in this application which focuses on the feature extraction and classification processes using single-cell images for the development and implementation. Recent works on feature extraction and classification of blood cells aimed at identifying the three major cell types or the identification and counting of white cells [31, 36, 37]. However, despite the successful results that were demonstrated by these methods, they only targeted the identification of white blood cells. The classification of the three blood cell types using conventional neural networks was also addressed.
in previous works [30, 38-40]. The following subsections describe the implementation method to the problem of blood cell identification.

### 3.1 Blood Cell Images

In general, databases used in developing blood cell classification systems rely on microscopic cell images. The variety of information in these images makes cell identification difficult for machines due to the different sizes, shapes, and colors. However, these differences are not considered as an obstacle in this work and are left to the neural network to learn using its input data as obtained by pattern averaging [40].

The basic idea of the proposed identification system is to simulate a human expert identifying blood cells once he/she had a look at their images. The task is not trivial for a non-expert human, and certainly difficult for a machine that usually analyses a blood cell image as a vector with numbers. The purpose of image rotations was to, firstly make the identification task more challenging for a machine, and secondly to enlarge the database for training and testing the neural networks. The natural variety in shape and size of blood cells (even within one group, say red or white) makes it unnecessary to consider deformable blood cells in this particular application.

The implementation uses 360 single-cell images (see examples in Fig. 2), which were manually segmented from blood smear images obtained from Franklin Institute database [41], representing 90 different blood cells (30 Red, 30 White, and 30 Platelets) obtained by rotating each cell by 90°. The rotations (at 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°) are aimed at testing the identification system’s rotational invariance capability. The obtained original color images were then converted from RGB to grayscale, and resized to (70 × 70) pixels, in preparation for the feature extraction phase.

![Blood cell examples of varying shapes and sizes](image)

(a) White blood cells.
(b) Red blood cells.
(c) Platelets blood cells.

Fig. 2. Blood cell examples of varying shapes and sizes [41].

### 3.2 Feature Extraction

Pattern averaging is used to extract the feature vectors from the cell images. Aver-
aging is a simple but efficient method that creates “fuzzy” patterns as compared to multiple “crisp” patterns, which provides the neural network with meaningful learning while reducing computational expense [40]. Additionally, pattern averaging overcomes the problem of varying pixel values within the segmented blocks as a result of rotation or varying scale, thus, providing a rotation and scale invariant system.

Feature extraction in this work uses average values of non-overlap segmented image blocks. Each averaged block value is fed into a neuron in the network’s input layer. Thus, the choice of block size affects the total number of blocks representing an input image, and consequently the number of input layer neurons. We use two block sizes in this work: (5 × 5 and 7 × 7) pixels. If by coincidence, images of two different cells have the same global gray level distribution (histogram), then their global average value will be identical, however their local blocks average values will be different, and thus the two cells can be separated and identified by the emotional network due to the use of local block average values in this phase. Considering the size of the input images (70 × 70) pixels, two block sizes have been used and average values representing the image were obtained, thus resulting in 196 average values (using 5 × 5 pixel blocks) and 100 average values (using 7 × 7 pixel blocks). These block sizes were chosen because they provide sufficient representation of input images for meaningful learning while maintaining the size of the neural network as small as possible, in order to reduce computational expenses. The obtained averaged values will be used as the input to the network for both training and testing.

3.3 Neural Network Classification

During this phase two EmNNs and two BPNNs will be trained to identify the blood cells. The difference between the two EmNNs (and similarly the two BPNN) is the size of the input layer. The two emotional networks are EmNN1 (196 input neurons) and EmNN2 (100 input neurons), whereas the two conventional networks are BPNN1 (196 input neurons) and BPNN2 (100 input neurons). Each of the four networks has also one hidden layer with six neurons, which was determined after many experiments involving the adjustment of the number of hidden neurons from one neuron to 100 neurons, and output layer with three neurons corresponding to the three blood cell types. Training the four networks uses 60 non-rotated blood cell images (20 Red, 20 White, 20 Platelets). The remaining 300 blood cell images are not exposed to the neural networks during training, and are used to test/generalize the trained networks. During the learning phase, the number of hidden layer neurons, learning coefficient, and momentum rate were adjusted during various experiments in order to achieve the required minimum error value of 0.003 which was considered as sufficient for this application.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments that have been carried out, aimed at testing and demonstrating the performances of emotional neural networks in comparison to conventional networks. The performance evaluation criteria was firstly based a network converging to the required error value of 0.003. The least number of iterations required to converge to this
error value by any of the networks is marked, and then the other three networks are
trained for the marked number of iterations. Training and testing the neural networks was
implemented using the following system configuration: 2.8 GHz PC with 512 MB of
RAM using Windows XP operating system, C-language code and Borland C++ compiler.

The emotional neural network EmNN1 required the least number of iterations (5396)
to converge with error value 0.003. Thus all networks are trained for 5396 iterations and
their final parameters, training and identification run times, as well as correct identification
rates are recorded as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Final simulation parameter values and correct identification rates using 300
testing set blood cell images of size (70 × 70) pixels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neural Networks</th>
<th>Emotional</th>
<th>Conventional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EmNN1</td>
<td>EmNN2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averaged input pattern block size (pixel)</td>
<td>5 × 5</td>
<td>7 × 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input neurons</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden neurons</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output neurons</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning coefficient (η)</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum rate (α)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required minimum error (ε)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtained error</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations</td>
<td>5396</td>
<td>5396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety coefficient (μ)</td>
<td>0.011410</td>
<td>0.012415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence coefficient (k)</td>
<td>0.360583</td>
<td>0.368322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training time (seconds)</td>
<td>115.72</td>
<td>91.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification time (seconds)</td>
<td>3.1 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>2.07 × 10⁻⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct identification rate</td>
<td>96.33 %</td>
<td>97 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When evaluating the performances of the neural networks, there are three measures
to consider: firstly, the training time which is how long it takes the network to converge
using the required minimum error or number of iterations criteria. Secondly, the gener-
alization or run time (identification time) which is how long it takes a trained neural net-
work to perform one forward pass yielding an identification output. Finally, the correct
identification rate which is the most important measure, as it indicates how robust and
successful the network learning was.

Both emotional networks outperform the conventional networks when considering
the identification rate and time measures. Training time, however, was less using con-
ventional networks, which is anticipated, as the emotional networks have the extra emo-
tional weight sets. Amongst the two emotional networks, EmNN2 is chosen as the best
performer due to its highest correct identification rate (97%) of 300 blood cell images
that were not presented to the networks before, as well as its fastest identification time of
2.07 × 10⁻⁴ seconds. Fig. 3 shows the learning curves of EmNN2 during training.

The general outcome of these experiments reveals that the addition of the two emo-
tional parameters has significantly improved the learning and performance of the emo-
tional neural networks in comparison to the conventional BP-based networks. This improvement is due to the way the two emotional parameters affect weight updating as the epochs progress, where one term (anxiety) tells the system to pay less and less attention to the derivative of the error of the training pattern using all nodes as the input average value of the samples of the training pattern, while the other term (confidence level) tells the system to pay more and more attention to the previous change it made to the weights, which is some sort of an increasing inertia term to modify the level of change from one pattern to the next as the training epochs progress.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an emotional neural network based on supervised learning using the emotional back propagation learning algorithm. The paper contributes also to a growing effort to investigate modeling human emotional responses within artificial intelligent systems.

The emotional neural network has two emotional parameters simulating (anxiety and confidence) levels during the learning process, as well as two emotional neurons and their associated emotional weights. The emotional parameters and weights are updated in each epoch, using the average values of input images as visual stimuli, in addition to the error signals of each epoch. Anxiety is high when learning a new task, but is gradually reduced as the learner becomes familiar with the input patterns, and as the feedback error is minimized. Confidence, which is dependent on anxiety level, is low at start, but it increases as anxiety level decreases.

Different feature extraction methods were used to obtain local average values of non-overlap segmented blocks of the input blood cell images. The use of averaging aims at reducing computational expense while providing the neural networks with meaningful input data. Two feature extraction methods, based on different block sizes, lead to different neural network designs. Therefore, two emotional neural networks, as well as two conventional BP-based neural networks were implemented to the problem of blood cell identification, and their performances were compared. The identification of red, white and platelets blood cells by machines is not an easy task, because of the irregular shapes, different sizes and colors of the cells.
The performance evaluation and comparison of the four investigated neural networks show that emotional neural networks marginally outperform conventional neural networks. One of the two emotional networks (EmNN2) was chosen as the best performer due to its fast identification time ($2.07 \times 10^{-4}$ seconds) and high correct identification rate (97%). The concept of modeling human emotions in machines or robots is not impossible, as long as we do not expect the machines to “feel” the way we humans do.

Further work will include testing the presented system using deformable cases of blood cells, and exploring different application areas where emotional neural networks could be efficiently used.
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